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Our investigation of the Senate politics of four major
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The objective of this paper is to highlight moral crises
arising out of its fast devaluation that has affected
almost every section of the society including
bureaucracy. Nepalese civil services sector has
increasingly become dysfunctional, fragmented, poorly
organized, and incapable of performing at a level
acceptable to the public. In recent years, Nepalese civil
service has become too much politicized which has
contributed to the promotion of unethical practices in
civil service. As a result, moral & ethical values in
civil services are in the state of deterioration, causing
services delivery to suffer. Genuine concerns of lawbiding citizens are consistently ignored, rules and
regulations are constantly by-passed, ethics and morality
have become a thing of past. Civil servants and higher
government officers were unable to create an impression
among the public that they are there to serve. A rapid
deterioration in their ethics has made it difficult to
generate in them the feeling of serving the public
interest, demonstrating personal integrity, promoting
ethnical work environment, and striving for professional
excellence. The author argues that to address this
situation, what is needed is a civil service
characterized by honesty, knowledge, skills, better
performance and above all one that respects ethical
value. It is necessary to restore the feelings that to be
a member of bureaucracy is an honor and that it must
continue to do all that is needed to help promote this
image. He maintains that ethnical issues in Nepalese
civil services are and will remain important for
improving service delivery. - Reproduced.
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The concept of mentoring has been followed in our country
from time immemorial. Given the cut throat competition
that characterizes today's environment and the stressful
life one leads today, especially the younger generation,
this concept is still relevant and works well even today.
This Paper sees the origin of concept, reasons for the
renewed thrust and in the process examines the various
types, benefits on mentoring process apart from
suggesting few steps for making it effective and
successful as it is all the more relevant in the context
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increasing reticence on the part of many that prospects
of a world constitution are neither desirable nor
salutary. This article more closely considers criticisms
of these legal transformations by distinguishing the
nationalist from democratic sovereigntiste positions, and
both, from diagnoses that see the universalization of
human rights norms either as the Trojan horse of a global
empire or as neocolonialist intentions to assert imperial
control over the world. These critics ignore "the
jurisgenerativity of law." Although democratic
sovereighntistes are wrong in minimizing how human rights
norms improve democratic self-rule; global
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government financial management best-practice technical
assistance programme (MEMTAP) targeting financial
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South African National Treasury (NT's) municipal budget
funding compliance technique for measuring adherence to
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the robustness and validity of the funding compliance
instrument as a reform performance measurement tool by
comparing the results of four geographically and
demographically different municipalities. Also introduced
is a performance `trend' instrument similar to a `Likert
scale' for comparing municipal performance. Optimal tax
revenue theory is invoked to examine this key revenue
variable for producing a complaint budget. The article
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The Telangana movement centred on a cultural identity may
indeed succeed in winning statehood. Yet, identifying and
redressing the grievances of Telangana is a twofold
challenge: countering crisis-ridden state cultures of
neoliberal populism and harnessing the global city region
of Hyderabad towards more equitable development.
Historicist narratives of grievance and injury obscure
the more recent roots of the Telangana movement, to be
found in the anger against the dystopia of competitive
populist politics in post-reform Andhra Pradesh, which
has also produced new geographies of accumulation,
injustice and exclusion in the last 20 years. This
remains to be acknowledged. - Reproduced.
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Urban poverty, when directly measured by counting the
persons unable to access the official nutrition norm of
2,100 calories through their total monthly spending on
all goods and services, declined between 1983 and 199394, but rose substantially between 1993-94 and 2004-05
while poverty depth has increased. This is particularly
evident in the states with the conurbations of Delhi,
Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkata, while states with smaller
urban centres have fared better. This paper presents the
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economic inequality are shaped by both welfare state
strategies and gender role ideologies. When multiple
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becomes evident that all societies exhibit both genderegalitarian and inegalitarian features. These tradeoffs
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